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HERE AT STONY BROOK - Monday, April .~( 1984 

INTRO up and under 

Hi,ever ybody. Our subject today is sports medicine. 

That's a field that may be as old as the first runner's ankle 

sprain but, as described in a recent national magazine's headline, 

it is also "medicine's new specialty." Just in the past five 

years, membership in the American College of Sports Medicine has 

more than tripled to nearly 13,000. We'll talk today with Dr. 

Stuart Cherney, an orthopedist who is, as the saying goes, a jock doc. 

Later, we'll talk with a sociologist who is helping 

set up a symposium for &IE everyone interested in sports medicine, 

including athletes, trainers, b t coaches and physicians. 

I Dr. Cherney is the team physician for the State~ 
University o~ew York at Stony Brook. That's saying something, 

considering that the University has about 18 teams. That gets 
~ 

him involved with .. everything from tennis elbow to tired muscles. 
why 

Dr. Cherney,/is there a real need for the field of sports medicine? 

INTERVIEW CHERNEY: 

13:30 

--History of sports medicine 
--Fields encompassed: cardiology 

--Disabled/handicapped 

orthopedics 
psychology (goals) 
podiatry 

--Playing with pain ... good? 
--AHY insurance problems for athletes? I 

and Does Sports Medicine help cut such problems? 
--General advice to weekend athlete? 

MORE 
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BRIDGE UP AND UNDER 

Sports medicine has become such a major activity 

that regional and nat i onal gatherings are held regularly in order 

to help the practitioners stay current with new developments. 

Such a gathering will take place this spring at the State University 

of New York at Stony Brook. Among those heading up the planners 

is Dr. Colin Martindale, of Stony Broofl:;7PhysiCal Education 
~ 

faculty. Dr. Martindale, who is being invited to seminars? 

INTERVIEW MARTINDALE: 

BRIDGE UP AND UNDER 

Details of conference: where, when, cost 
Types of seminars: lawyer 

orthopedist 
trainer 

Response to claimsi Sports medicine is 
in the best inte~t of the athlete; 
Sports medicine helps further exploitation 

What are some of new equipmenu. 
What are some of new techniques 
What advice to at~tes, parents who worry 

Next week, we'll talk with a scholar whose field 

of expertise is the Scandanavian languages. He translates literature, 

and serves as the editor for books written in Norwegian, Swedish 

and other languages. You'll also hear a report from a group of 

young people, students for 16 or 17 years, on what they consider 

the best qualities in a teacher. They should know, right? Until 

next week then, this is Al Oickle. So long, everybody. 


